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GT Series Side Mirror Installation Instructions
Congratulations on your purchase of the DragonFire GT Series Side Mirrors! These
mirrors take styling from Indy racing and strength from Baja to make one awesome
product. Add style and function to your UTV with the GT Series Mirrors.

*Do not use if there is any sign of damage to product
*Replacement may be needed in the event of a roll over
*Do not use product to hang on during riding
*Frequently inspect hardware to ensure everything is secure
* This product will not prevent you or occupants from injury, use with extreme caution

Disclaimer
Tools Required
3/16"	
  Allen	
  
Wrench	
  

Off road activities can be hazardous and could lead to injury, dismemberment, paralysis and death.
No warranty of representation is made as to the products ability to protect the user from any injury or
death. The user assumes that risk. The acceptance and /or use of this merchandise purchased from
DragonFire by the customer hereby shall release DragonFire from any and all liability pertaining to
the use of such merchandise.

Step 1: Locate all the pieces (2 mirrors & 2 Clamps)
make sure everything is accounted for and
undamaged.
Step 2: Remove the 2 Allen head bolts from each
clamp. Locate the half clamp that contains the drilled
mirror indicator holes. (Reference Figure 1)
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Step 3: Place the drilled side of the clamp up to the
desired location on the roll cage. It is best to have
the driver of the car in the seat and have a helper
for this step. While holding the half clamp flush on
the cage, place Mirror on the clamp ensuring that
both pins on the mirror have set down into the
indicator holes on the clamp. Once the ideal
setting has been reached hold the two pieces
together and remove from cage.
(Reference Figure 2)
Step 4: Continue holding the two pieces and install
supplied Allen head bolt to secure the two pieces.
Repeat steps 2 & 3 for the other side of UTV.
(Reference Figure 3)

Step 5: Loosely install the mirrors onto the cage
using 3/16” Allen wrench. Snug cage clamp down
evenly and be sure to check position frequently.
Once desired location has been reached hand
tighten the cage clamps until both mirrors are snug.
(Reference Figure 4)
Note: Clamp may scratch cage when installed

Step 6: Check that both mirrors are installed properly and check that both mirrors are in
the correct position from the drivers seat before use.

Pro Tip
*Be sure to check that all hardware is secured frequently: re-tighten as needed.
*Never rotate mirror when indication pins are engaged, may result in severe
damage to mirror.
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